20. Revolting Children I

Trunchbull: You're going to Chokey.

Trunchbull: What? [GO]
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We are VAMP
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Bruce: Revolting!
P-X-Q-Q-AST-1-2-3-4-89-X! [GO] REVOLTING!
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Hortensia, Nigel, Eric Bruce, Reginald

We are

We are

[drum fill?]
Revolting children living in Revolting times. We sing

Revolting songs using Revolting rhymes. We’ll be Revolting children ’Til our Revolting’s done. And we’ll

have the Trunch bull bolt ing,- we’re Revolting! We are Revolting children living in

have the Trunch bull bolt ing,- we’re Revolting! We are Revolting children living in
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Revolving times. We sing revolving songs using revolving rhymes. We'll be revolving children 'Til our revolving's done. And we'll have the Trunch bull bolting,- we're revolving! -

We will become a screaming horde! Take out your hockey stick and use it as a sword! Never again will we be ignored,

Tommy Lavender

Bruce
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We'll find out where the chalk is stored! And spell things badly on the board, it's not insulting; WE'RE RE-

If enough of us are wrong, wrong is right! Cos we're a little bit naughty!

We can SPELL how we like!

VOLTING!

Bruce: Why?

Ev'ryone! N O R T Y. Cos we're a little bit naughty! You say we oughta-stay inside the
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But if we disobey at the same time, there is nothing that the Trunchbull can do!

She can take her hammer and S H -

You didn't think you could push us too far. But there's no going back now we are... R...

U - V...

Matilda, Amanda, Bruce, Nigel, Reginald
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Revolt- ing chil-dren Liv-ing in Re-volt- ing times. We sing...

Direct segue to Chalk Writing